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Remembering the Titanic | National Geographic Society
On April 10, 1912, the R.M.S. Titanic left its port in Southampton, England, and began the transatlantic journey to New York City in the United States. Considered unsinkable, Titanic served as a luxury ocean liner for over 2,000 passengers and crew. On April 15, Titanic sank in just over two and a half hours after colliding with an iceberg.

Gandhi Jayanti 2021: Remembering the Mahatma | Latest News
Gandhi Jayanti 2021: Remembering the Mahatma Saturday, October 2, 2021, will be the 152nd birth anniversary of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. Mahatma Gandhi (Getty Images)

Remembering the five worst debut seasons for Magic head
Oct 14, 2021 · A new era in Orlando Magic history is about to begin. Jamahl Mosley takes over as head coach after the franchise made two playoff appearances ...

Remembering 'Bosom Buddies' and 'Girls' actor Peter
Oct 29, 2021 · Ethics; Remembering 'Bosom Buddies' and 'Girls' actor Peter Scolari Scolari, who died Oct. 22, played opposite Tom Hanks in the ABC sitcom ...

Upcoming Events | Adelphi University
The course, developed by the Institute for Social Work and Environmental Justice, will incorporate practical and actionable curriculum for social workers, across the practice spectrum by addressing the effects of climate change on the most vulnerable populations.

the ethics of remembering
and
It’s never too late to create and implement a data ethics framework, but the best step a company can take is implementing this framework from the outset of the business.

**how to implement an actionable data ethics framework**
More than 30% of charitable giving happens between Thanksgiving and Dec. 31, and 10% of all charitable contributions are made in the last three days of the year.

**ethical implications of charitable giving | expert column**
A DUP figure has suggested that Irish president Michael D Higgins has failed to live up to his own self-declared standards when it comes to commemorating Irish partition.

**dup man: ‘the irish president should have taken his own advice when it comes to partition commemorations’**
During the Middle Ages when the Austrians, with the Hapsburg emperors, dominated their neighboring Switzerland, even subjecting them to humiliation and discrimination, a local man, known for his

**remember jesus’ call to love and compassion...**
The four seasons are ways we mark the passage of time. I would be bored if the only season were summer or even spring. We can learn a great deal about how to live by paying attention to the seasons of

**everyday ethics: deriving meaning from the seasons**
Employee monitoring has become a hot business discussion in the last few years, with many corporations considering it an essential part of running a successful organization. At the same time,

**ethics and boundaries of employee monitoring**
Ethical hackers working on the Bugcrowd platform have saved organisations almost $30bn in risk during the Covid-19 pandemic, as the community sheds old
out of the shadows: the rise of ethical hackers in 2021
The 12 who responded cover almost three quarters of the state’s population, yet collectively they could only remember receiving two cases from the Ethics Commission in recent years. And one of them

uncovered: sc public officials skate through ethics investigations with little accountability
The Australian Ethical Investment Limited (ASX: AEF) share price is rocketing higher today. We take a closer look as to

why is the australian ethical investment (asx:aef) share price surging 7% today?
Being a general counsel for a professional sports team is a coveted gig, but it’s also a job with unique challenges, potential ethical minefields and scandals lurking around the

why the life of a pro sports general counsel isn't all

fun and games
India. Our attitudes towards what we can and cannot eat have led to a “politics of othering”. While there is much to be said for outrightly condemning violent beef vigilantes or exposing the

food ethics, food diversity and politics
Wilks, Stephen Hobbs and Thad Moore postandcourier.com The State Ethics Commission should be one of South Carolina’s most powerful anti-corruption tools. But a deeper look reveals an understaffed

uncovered: officials skate through ethics probes
Why should an ordinary Catholic care about what happens at a muckety-muck academic conference? It’s a fair question, and I expect it’s one that more than a few Catholics have asked when coming across

‘dignity' as dangerous?
alasdair macintyre and ‘the power of the catholic intellectual ecosystem’
Hunters are fortunate to have had forefathers the likes of
Teddy Roosevelt, J.N. “Ding” Darling and Aldo Leopold, who helped establish systems and standards that have guided our hunting heritage.

**hunter nation doesn't have the best interests of wisconsin hunters in mind. we have to protect the resource.**

He serially lied about nearly a dozen events he had covered, and continued to rake in millions after it. He was everything wrong with corporate news.

**brian williams was just the face of corporate news lies**

The recent Gabby Petito case has brought to light the disparity in news coverage between missing and murdered people of color and missing and murdered white people. According to reports from the

**gabby petito case raises media ethics issues about coverage of missing persons**

The former Governor received approval from the Joint Committee on Public Ethics (“JCOPE”) to proceed with the 168 “Executive Assistant #1 did not remember the exact date of the incident, but

**read the new york state assembly report on andrew cuomo’s impeachment investigation**

State Senator Darius Brown, who's facing criminal charges, will now be the subject of an ethics investigation, following what some have called a "disturbing pattern of behavior toward women."

**calls for ethics investigation into sen. darius brown answered**

North Adams, Massachusetts Mayor Tom Bernard announced he has requested an ethics investigation from the state House Speaker against State Representative John Barrett of the 1st Berkshire District.

**bernard explains why he’s pursuing ethics investigation against barrett after “beyond the pale” interaction**

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson on Tuesday proposed a ban on lawmakers acting as “paid consultants” and
uk govt vows to toughen rules for lawmakers after ethics row
Is there such a thing as ethical media piracy? Let me ask you this: of the streaming services you use, how many of them do you personally pay for?

twenty-first century swashbucklers: the rise of ethical media piracy
My good friend and fellow nursing home advocate New York State Assemblyman Ron Kim says our lawmakers have a public and constitutional duty to still go ahead with the impeachment of Andrew Cuomo.

andrew cuomo may be out the governor's mansion but he should still be impeached
Because of the plethora of corporate corruption scandals over the last few years and the criticisms that colleges of businesses received, especially the Harvard Business School, for turning

business ethics: moral leaders must create moral spaces where followers can exercise their moral courage
His clearly developed point of view, authoritative articulation and effective decision-making, though limited, contributed to a more ethical world for himself and the rest of us. This thought brought

remembering an ethical mentor: maduke lot ndlovu
The five-page document gives summaries of the DoD Standards of Conduct rules related to holiday displays, open houses, parties, receptions, and gift giving between AFSC military and civilian

afsc staff judge advocate releases 2021 holiday season ethics guide ahead of festivities
I want people to be prepared and remember ethics and carry it around with them in an easy way so that when they are faced with that important decision in the moment those
Ethics principles will be firm provides classes on legal, business ethics.

“Ethical investing looks to avoid controversial chief investment officer of Morningstar’s EMEA division, says it is worth remembering that there is a lot of crossover between these three knowing the difference between ethical, responsible and impact investing.

“It’s ethics,” she says I pull it out into the light …” The inference being, it can be hard to remember provenance when the perfect line presents itself from memory.

The art of the steal: ‘I have poached shamelessly from my enemies’

Herman fails to remember that the liberty he celebrates constitutional and ethical to conquer the enemy. The Spokesman-Review invites original letters on topics of public interest.

The ethics are clear

I like to think of Halloween more universally, as a time to remember and honor all souls.

It’s the kind of question a child asks that stumps parents. It’s akin to asking other great questions everyday ethics: what is a soul?

Remembering what some other AI folks we spoke Interestingly, after being in the eye of the storm on AI ethics with Timnit Gebru’s firing last year, Google made the 2021 State of AI Report

The state of AI in 2021: language models, healthcare, ethics, and AI agnosticism

To advance the development of ethical leaders through experiential learning and to Morgan case competition hosted by Baylor University was nonetheless an event to remember. The staff was warm and

National MBA case competition in ethical leadership

She was entirely normal. “Thanks for listening.” She handed me a box of home-made cookies. “So you and the other residents will
remember the value of faith.” In response to hearing the story, the head

cambridge quarterly of healthcare ethics
Whichever bags you prefer to use, remember to bring them to the shop The Good Shopping Guide Be aware of the ethical issues. This not only relates to which supermarket you use, but also